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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4519-After formulating a plan, 
Wyndael disappeared magically. 

At the next moment, he appeared on the spiritual mountain where Teresa 
was. 

He had used the Blithe Omniscience. 

As the disciple of Yardos, he knew the Blithe Omniscience. Moreover, he had 
reached the late Ninth Stage of the Omniscience Path. 

Teresa sensed Wyndael’s presence as soon as he appeared. 

Immediately, Teresa, who was Xezal, appeared before Wyndael. 

“What brings you here?” Teresa asked. 

With a smile, Wyndael said, “Xezal, long time no see.” 

As the sect leader of the Invincible Sect, he knew Teresa’s real identity and 
that her real name was Xezal. She also had a clone in the Doom Race, 
pretending to be the bodyguard of the Doom Race’s Patriarch. 

Xezal had a great background. 

She and the Doom Race shared a history. 

The Patriarch of the Doom Race created the Chaos Sacred Art under her 
guidance. Because of her, he could enter the Caelum Acme Rank and create 
an invincible signature skill that was the Chaos Sacred Art. 

Wyndael himself had also met Xezal many times in the past. 

“Greetings, Teresa.” 

Wyndael smiled. 

Teresa said, “What do you want? If there’s nothing, get lost.” 

“Come on, Teresa. Why are you acting this way? You always look at me a 
certain way. What have I ever done to upset you?” Playfully, Wyndael said, 



“Are you free? Let’s take a walk. Aren’t you bored from staying on Mount 
Heaven all day?” 

Teresa did not answer him. She raised her hand, and a strong power 
emerged from her palm. 

“Don’t.” 

Wyndael stepped back in time. Slightly waving his hand, he said, “Don’t strike 
me. I don’t want to fight you. I have something to ask of you.” 

“Speak.” 

Teresa’s answer came in a single word. 

Wyndael said, “Now that the Mega Sky Burial is coming, I plan to leave my 
Divine Martial Scripture with you and let you find a suitable descendant. My 
idea is for you to spread the news and let all the powerhouses see the 
scripture.” 

Upon hearing that, Xezal glanced at Wyndael and said, “Why don’t you find a 
descendant yourself? Why are you giving it to me?” 

“I can’t be bothered to ask about the outside world.” 

Lazily, Wyndael raised his hand, and a ball of white light appeared. It flew 
toward Xezal. 

After handing over the Divine Martial Scripture, Wyndael did not stay on the 
mountain. He disappeared before Xezal instantly. 

Hesitating for a moment, Xezal kept the Divine Martial Scripture. 

Then, she spread the news, stating that the Divine Martial Scripture had 
appeared. It was at a city in the Doom 

Universe where the Doom Race was. All powerhouses could go and look at 
the scripture. Whether or not they could obtain the scripture depended on their 
luck and fortune. 

The powerhouses of the Greater Realms’ Chaos were stunned by the news. 



The Divine Martial Scripture was one of the Ten Great Ancient Signature 
Skills. It was on par with the Blithe Omniscience and the Chaos Sacred Art. 

However, the Divine Martial Scripture had never appeared before. It only 
existed in ancient scrolls. 

Now, the appearance of the Divine Martial Scripture was causing a 
commotion. All powerhouses wanted to find the Divine Martial Scripture. Even 
the powerhouses of the Human Universe were heading to the Doom Universe. 

Meanwhile, after handing over the Divine Martial Scripture, Wyndael sneaked 
into the surroundings of the Blood Realm. 

He was waiting for his chance. Once the Ancestral Blood Master left, he would 
enter the Blood Realm. 

Without the Ancestral Blood Master, no one in the Blood Realm could sense 
Wyndael’s presence. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4520-In the Blood Realm, the 
Ancestral Blood Master was sitting on a rock in the back of the spiritual 
mountain where the Callahans were. 

Blood red light surrounded his body. The light was formed by the mysterious 
Blood Language. It looked extremely strange. 

Swoosh! 

At that moment, a ray of black light landed, forming a man in a black robe. 

The man was Xanthus. 

“Xrival.” 

When Xanthus appeared, he greeted his brother respectfully. 

“What is it?” The Ancestral Blood Master asked. 

Xanthus answered, ‘The Divine Martial Scripture has appeared.” 



When the Ancestral Blood Master heard that, a greedy expression appeared 
on his face. He could not help but ask,” Is that so?” 

“Yes.” Xanthus said, ‘This information was spread by the Doom Race. The 
Divine Martial Scripture is in a city of the Doom Universe. The powerhouses of 
the Greater Realms can head to the city and observe the Divine Martial 

Scripture.” 

Hearing that made the Ancestral Blood Master’s expression turn grave. 

‘The Divine Martial Scripture was created by the Boundless Master in the first 
Sky Burial Age. The Boundless Master was also the first powerhouse who 
created the Boundless. The Divine Martial Scripture has always been in the 
Invincible Sect. It has never appeared outside of the sect. So, why would it 
appear now?” 

The Ancestral Blood Master had many questions. 

Nonetheless, no matter what the reason was, he had to take a trip to the 
Doom Universe since the Divine Martial Scripture had appeared. 

The Divine Martial Scripture recorded the final meaning of the Boundless and 
martial arts. It would be very helpful to him. 

“I’ll go and have a look myself. I’ll obtain the Divine Martial Scripture.” 

After thinking for a while, the Ancestral Blood Master looked at Xanthus and 
said, “There must be something behind the appearance of the Divine Martial 
Scripture. Now that James is here, you have to be vigilant after I leave.” 

‘Yes.” 

Xanthus responded respectfully. 

In the central region of the city with a long history in the Doom Race, there 
was a plaza center. At that moment, a ray of white light appeared. 
Surrounding it were inscriptions. 

Meanwhile, countless powerhouses gathered around it. 

These powerhouses came from the Greater Realms. Even Youri, Dolph, and 
Wyot of the Doom Race had appeared. 



Dalson of the Cloud Race was also there. 

It could be said that the appearance of the Divine Martial Scripture attracted 
the attention of all powerhouses of the Greater Realms. 

Many powerhouses of the Doom Race gathered before the living beings. 

‘The outside world says that the news of the Divine Martial Scripture being 
here was spread by our race. Who spread it?” Youri looked at the white light 
ahead while in deep thought. 

Dolph shook his head. He had no idea who spread the news. 

‘The Divine Martial Scripture is mine.” 

A greedy expression appeared on Wyot’s face. 

Then, his body flashed and appeared before the white light. He reached out to 
grab the light but was forced backward by a strong power. 

Upon seeing that, the powerhouses present sighed. 

“If Wyot can’t take the Divine Martial Scripture, who can take it?” 

“Being able to observe it is enough. The inscriptions that emerge from the 
Divine Martial Scripture are profound. The scripture records the signature 
skills of the invincible 

martial arts. If one can comprehend even a part of it, it will definitely be of 
great help to cultivation.” 

The powerhouses were discussing with each other. 

After being forced to stumble backward, Wyot’s expression turned dark. 

A dazzling sword appeared in his hand as he exuded a terrifying aura. He 
said, “There’s no way I can’t obtain the Divine Martial Scripture.” 

“Wyot, don’t…” 

Youri stopped Wyot in time. He said, “Don’t act rashly.” It was only then that 
Wyot stopped. 



 


